
 

Earning a mediocre 8.1/10 on IMDb is quite an achievement, and it has been the best of recent years for Barbie in the 12 Dancing Princesses. The 2017 release managed to become a worldwide phenomenon, racking up over $100 million worldwide. The most popular form of entertainment today is digital media content, whether it be from YouTube or Netflix. With so many millions diverting their
attention from traditional cinema, digitally-distributed movies have proven to be one of the most profitable industries around. This is why films that are released onto Netflix or other streaming services are often just as successful as films that are released into cinemas. The rise of digitally-distributed films has also led to a new trend in the movie industry, which is that these films tend to be more adult-
oriented. This means that the films will usually involve sex, nudity and violence, and not the cuddly characters featured in a lot of children’s films. This trend has led to many of the most popular recent films being rated 18+ or even just NC-17. One of the most successful digitally-distributed movies is Barbie in the 12 Dancing Princesses. The film has been critically acclaimed by viewers on IMDb,
with an 8.1/10 score based on over 11,000 votes. On Rotten Tomatoes it holds a 100% positive score, with only one critic giving it a negative review out of 30 (3/5). Some viewers have criticized the movie for its lack of originality. It has been described as a “carbon copy” of the classic Grimm Brother’s fairy tale The 12 Dancing Princesses, which was published way back in 1812. The first Barbie
movie was released on Netflix back in 2017, and it is also a direct remake of the fairy tale The 12 Dancing Princesses. Both films follow the same story line, with slight differences in some details. In this new version from 2017 of Barbie In the 12 Dancing Princesses, she is a young innocent woman who lives an idyllic life with her father. One day her father announces that he is to be married, and
there is to be a royal ball where all of the eligible women of the kingdom will be invited. An enchantress is called upon to cast a spell so that all 12 of the princesses can attend the ball, and they must dance until midnight or they will turn into swans and fly away forever. The one key difference between this new film and the original Grimm Brother’s story, is that Barbie here has 12 sisters instead of just
one.
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